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Abstract

The dynamic and probabilistic seismic performances of precast prestressed RCFs are assessed in this
paper, and the slab influence in the overall structural behavior is considered during the process. The three-
dimensional spatial model is established to provide the numerical basis, and the slab is modelled through
L-/T-section beam-slab fiber-sections considering the effective width and centroid positions. The adopted
model is verified with the experimental data, and the slab influence in hysteresis curves is investigated
by parametric study. Then, two groups of precast prestressed RCFs are well designed to evaluate the
slab influence in dynamic responses through seismic excitations, and the modal analysis, roof displacement
analysis, maximum and residual drift ratio analysis are conducted for discussion. Moreover, the incremental
dynamic analysis and fragility analysis are also conducted to investigate the probabilistic performance of
precast prestressed RCFs with or without slabs. In general, different demand parameters may result in the
variability of analyzing results, and ignoring the slab influence may underestimate the structural capacity
under the frequent earthquakes (i.e., elastic stage) and overestimate the structural capacity under the rare
earthquakes (i.e., plastic stage). In a sense, the research proves the significance of slabs in the seismic
performance of dry-connected precast prestressed RCFs, and meanwhile provides the reference for the further
explorations of slab factors in precast concrete structures.
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1. Introduction1

Prefabricated buildings possess the advantages of high-efficiency, ensured-quality, less-manpower and2

environmental-protection, which have been developed for half a century and have pointed out the future3

direction of construction industry for all countries [1]. With the promotion of precast theory and industrial4

process, the prefabricated technology continues to develop with the appearance of multiple novel forms,5

and the proportion of prefabricated buildings to the overall number continues to rise in the world range.6

According to the government proposal in China, the precast-assembly rate in the next 10 years is required7

to reach 30 %, thus, the academia and industry are paying great attention to this field from the aspects of8

micro mechanism to macro configuration [2, 3, 4].9

Among all the precast structural types, the reinforced concrete frame (RCF) structure is the most10

commonly used one, which contains the superiority of flexibility in arrangement and convenience in stan-11

dardization. Meanwhile, among all the components of precast RCFs, the beam-column connection is the12
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most important part that affects the seismic performance of the whole structure significantly, thus the re-13

search focuses are mainly on it. At this stage, the beam-column connection of precast RCFs can be divided14

into two types (e.g., wet-connection and dry-connection) according to whether there is cast-in-place con-15

crete in the core area of the beam-column connection [5, 6]. In the early stage of precast technology, the16

wet-connection is widely studied and broadly applied because of its excellent performance equivalent to17

monolithic operation.18

Im et al. [3] investigated the seismic performance of emulated precast wet-connection of beams to19

columns. Six full-scale specimens were adopted with U-shaped beam shells, and the parameters of rein-20

forcement ratio as well as interface details were compared specifically. Besides, the headed reinforcing bars21

were selected at the connections to prevent the energy dissipation and stiffness degradation, which proved22

an effective approach in a sense. Choi et al. [7] developed a new type of precast wet-connection that was23

controlled using engineered cementitious composite (ECC) as casting material. All specimens indicated the24

flexural failure mode with plastic hinge appearance at beams, and ideal seismic behaviors were achieved with25

ACI experimental procedure. Ghayeb et al. [8] experimentally studied the hybrid precast beam-column con-26

nection under cyclic loadings. The steel bars were not yielding in the critical section of precast beams, and27

seismic performance can be improved obviously through stiffening the steel angles. Moreover, the concrete28

was not crushed at the connection of precast specimens. Nzabonimpa et al. [9] established a novel numerical29

model to reflect mechanical characteristics of precast beam-column connections. The joint performance and30

failure patterns can be accurately represented based on the extensive experimental validations. Besides, A31

variety of parameters (e.g., dilation angles and concrete damage) were considered and analyzed. Yan et32

al. [10] performed the experimental study on the precast wet-connection of beams to columns that was33

connected by grout sleeves. The results concluded that similar seismic responses can be acquired between34

the precast and cast-in-place connections, and the energy dissipation capacity or shear stiffness of the con-35

nection can be enhanced under a larger axial compressive ratio. Zhang et al. [11] proposed a new type36

of hybrid precast beam-column connection with ideal energy dissipative capacity, and six specimens were37

experimented under reversed loading. The results indicated satisfactory stiffness and strength of the precast38

connection, and the plastic hinge was transferred outside the core regions as designed. Fan et al. [12]39

proposed a novel precast self-sustaining wet-connection of beams to columns, and the experimental research40

was carried out based on the large-scale specimens, especially on the parameters of bar length and area.41

The test data demonstrated the satisfactory seismic performance compared with the monolithic connection,42

and the corresponding mechanical model incorporating the component yielding mechanism was also given.43

Cast-in-place zone

Precast column

Precast beam

Precast column

Precast beam

Prestress

Energy dissipator

Typical precast wet-connection Typical precast dry-connection

Figure 1: Comparison between the typical precast wet and dry connections

Compared with the wet-connection, the dry-connection of beams to columns eliminates the post-pouring44

work, and is commonly formed with welded plates, tightening bolts, prestressed tendons and energy dissipa-45

tors (Fig. 1). Meanwhile, the plastic deformation is mainly concentrated at the dissipators (i.e., outside the46

core region), while the prefabricated components always maintain good integrity and elasticity, which allows47
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the precast dry-connection to be quickly replaced and repaired after hazards [13]. Thus, the dry-connection48

is in line with the essence of prefabricated technology better, and can further maximize the characteristics49

of prefabricated buildings in the future. At this stage, the dry-connection researches are mainly focused on50

the configurational investigations and experimental explorations of two primary types: (1) Bolt-connected51

semi-rigid dry-connection, (2) Prestressed unbonded dry-connection.52

As for the first type of dry-connection (i.e., bolt-connected semi-rigid type), Jiang et al. [14] experi-53

mentally investigated the anti-seismic behaviors of bolt-connected wave-web joints based on four full-size54

specimens under repeated quasi-static loading. The results showed that the plastic hinges were transferred55

outwards and the connections reflected certain energy dissipation capacity, which provided data basis for56

the further theoretical explorations and engineering applications. Cao et al. [15] proposed the precast57

bolt-connected dry-connection for the performance improvement of existing buildings, and cyclic tests were58

performed for three groups. The results indicated the enhanced stiffness and reduced displacement by this59

dry-connection sub-structure, and the bearing capacity was almost four times that of the non-retrofitting60

condition. Li et al. [16] experimentally analyzed the seismic behavior of high-strength bolt-connected joints61

with slot bolt holes, and six specimens with different bolt diameters or pretensions were well designed for62

comparison. Satisfactory energy dissipation capacity was realized by slot holes in the joints, and ideal63

lateral stiffness was achieved for dual-function improvement in the practical application. Chen et al. [17]64

researched on the static performance of bolt-assembled precast panel buildings based on a two-story half-65

scale specimen, and during the manufacturing process, bolted connections were properly adopted for precast66

components. Experimental results denoted the high bearing capacity and perfect structural integrity, and67

the shear failure mode appeared on the edge of concrete panels near bolt holes. Xue et al. [18] discussed68

the seismic performance of precast beam-column dry-connections based on four specimens, and longitudinal69

reinforcing bars were connected through bolt connectors in precast columns. Experimental results revealed70

the flexural failure pattern of all the specimens at the beam edge while no distinct damage was observed71

at the core regions. Moreover, a simplified degraded four-linear restoring model was given for this kind of72

dry-connection with bolt connectors in precast columns.73

As for the second type of dry-connection (i.e., prestressed unbonded type), Yan et al. [19] experimentally74

analyzed a novel precast prestressed beam-column concrete connection by changing the concrete strength at75

the core regions, and the corresponding phenomena (e.g., damage development and capacity tendency) were76

captured during the cyclic loading. The results indicated that the prestressed tendons can limit the crack77

development in the precast components. Compared with the cast-in-place joints, similar failure modes and78

comparable bearing capacities of this prestressed connection can be well realized. Fan et al. [12] developed79

a novel precast prestressed dry-connection with unbonded dissipation bars, and three full-size specimens80

were experimented under reverse loading to explore the static behaviors. The results showed that greater81

bearing capacity and structural stiffness can be acquired by the proposed joint type, and comparable energy82

dissipation capacity to the cast-in-place specimen can be realized when the dissipation bars were located at83

the precast columns. Li et al. [20] performed the quasi-static pushdown tests to study the collapse mecha-84

nisms of prestressed precast beam-column joints, and different failure pattern was presented compared with85

the monolithic specimen. The test results demonstrated that the prestressed precast connection contained a86

higher collapse-resisting capability, and the tensile catenary effects in prestressed specimen were improved to87

some extent. Zhi et al. [21] experimentally investigated the shear-flexural performance of prestressed precast88

joints with high strength reinforcement, and the parameters of joint type, span ratio, initial prestress and89

longitudinal ratio were analyzed. The results indicated that the crack behaviors and shear capacities can be90

well enhanced with the control of prestress, and the equivalent performance to the monolithic specimen can91

be satisfied. Kim et al. [22] experimentally evaluated the seismic behaviors of a hybrid post-tensioned pre-92

cast concrete connection by four full-scale specimens, and the variables of prestress length were considered93

during the process. The prediction model of shear strength was given and validated with the test data, and94

the acceptable static performance was proved quantitatively on the basis of the ACI 374 criteria.95

With the development of connection technology, researchers find that the structural slab has a non-96

negligible effect on the seismic performance of beam-column joints, and the omission of slabs in experimental97

specimens may commonly underestimate the actual structural capacity in the practical engineering. To be98

specific, the slabs can enhance the compression capacity in negative moment zones from a macro perspective99
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and reflect the shear-lag phenomenon of stress distributions from a micro perspective, which means an im-100

portant structural factor in performance assessment. Gao et al. [23] researched on the seismic performance101

of precast steel reinforced concrete connection with or without slabs, and seven specimens were experimen-102

tally tested under cyclic loading to analyze the variation of structural capacities. The results signified better103

performance for the specimen with slabs, and the peak strength was decreased under the influence of bolt-104

slip. Santarsiero and Masi [24] discussed the effects of slab action on the structural behavior of beam-column105

connections, and the tension flange functions of slabs were evaluated specifically. The results showed the106

significant influence of reinforcing ratio in slabs, and the suggestions about slab effective width were also107

provided. Feng et al. [25] investigated the seismic performance of precast reinforced concrete beam-slab108

assembly in light of layered shell models, and the results showed the significant influence of slab thickness109

in the hysteretic behaviors. Besides, the slab width was found to have an obvious effect under a certain110

limit, but the effect was decreased distinctly after the slab width exceeded the boundary. Wang et al. [26]111

developed a prestressed beam-column connection with damage-free slabs, and experimental performance was112

analyzed compared to conventional connection. The results indicated satisfactory self-centering and energy113

dissipating capacities of the proposed joint, and the slab was damage-free even under large displacements.114

Moreover, the slab cracks were well reduced and the slab reinforcements were kept in elastic stage. Park115

and Mosalam [27] experimentally studied the non-ductile behavior of beam-column-slab connections without116

transverse reinforcement at the core regions, and two parameters (i.e., reinforcement ratio and aspect ratio)117

were mainly analyzed based on four specimens under static loading. The results presented the shear failure118

of connections as a result of transverse absence, and the effects of slabs on the shear strength were further119

verified with the recommendations in ASCE/SEI 41-06 [28].120

From the literature review above, we can find that although extensive researches on dry-connection have121

been conducted, the existing approaches mainly focus on the experimental explorations of different config-122

urations on the joint-level. The theoretical analyses, dynamic evaluations or engineering applications on123

the structural-level are not enough at present stage. Besides, although the significance of slabs on struc-124

tural behaviors has been valued, the existing researches mainly focus on the cast-in-place monolithic joints125

or precast wet-joints. Due to the complicated mechanism and multiple forms of precast dry-connections,126

the evaluations of slab effects on this joint type are necessary. Moreover, the existing researches of pre-127

cast beam-column-slab dry-connections mainly focus on the two-dimensional plane sub-assembly, while the128

corresponding researches from the aspect of three-dimensional spatial system are still in great need.129

In this paper, the dynamic and probabilistic seismic performance assessments of precast prestressed130

RCFs are performed, and the slab influence in the overall structural behavior is considered during the131

process. The three-dimensional spatial model is established to provide the numerical basis, and the slab is132

modelled through L-section or T-section beam-slab fiber-sections considering the effective width and centroid133

positions. The adopted model is verified with the experimental data and layered shell model, and the slab134

influence in hysteresis curves is investigated by parametric study. Then, two groups of precast prestressed135

RCFs (four models) are well designed to evaluate the slab influence in dynamic responses through seismic136

excitations, and the modal analysis, roof displacement analysis, maximum and residual drift ratio analysis137

are conducted for discussion. Moreover, the incremental dynamic analysis and fragility analysis are also138

conducted to investigate the probabilistic seismic performance of precast prestressed RCFs with or without139

slabs. Two response indicators, three fractile curves and four limit states are incorporated, and the slab140

influence in the exceeding probabilities as well as the engineering decision is well compared.141

2. Simulation approach incorporating slab influence142

2.1. Three-dimensional numerical model143

The three-dimensional numerical model of precast prestressed RCFs incorporating the slab influence is144

established based on the OpenSees software, as presented in Fig. 2. The beam and column components are145

modelled using nonlinear beam-column elements, which are formed based on the flexibility theory and are146

inserted with a force-type interpolation function to describe the internal force distribution. The stability of147

nonlinear beam-column elements and macro-fitness of mechanical behavior have been studied and verified148
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3-dimensional numerical model
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Figure 2: Three-dimensional spatial model for precast prestressed RCFs with slabs

by many scholars [29, 30, 31]. Even under the condition of strong nonlinearity, the static balance condition149

of the element is strictly satisfied, thus the mechanical characteristics of the entire beam and column can be150

described with fewer elements. The fiber sections are assigned to the nonlinear beam-column elements, and151

the whole section is divided into the concrete fiber and steel fiber to reflect the uniaxial characteristics of the152

materials. To be specific, the concrete fiber is defined by Concrete02 material and the steel fiber is defined by153

Steel02 material. Worth mentioning is the confined effects of stirrups on the concrete compressive strength,154

and an amplification factor of k can be introduced to enhance the corresponding stress-strain relationship155

for the concrete fibers within the stirrup ranges, as expressed in Eq. 5. Scott et al. [32] conservatively took156

the ultimate compressive strain of the concrete in the core area as the value when the first stirrup is broke.157

In calculation, the ultimate compressive strain of unconfined concrete cover is determined as 0.004, and the158

ultimate compressive strain of the confined concrete core is calculated according to the Eq. 6.159

k = 1 +
⇢sfyh
f 0

c

(1)

"max = 0.004 + 0.9⇢s ·
fyh
300

(2)

where ⇢s denotes the stirrup ratio in volume, fyh denotes the stirrups yielding strength, f
0

c denotes the160

cylinder compressive strength, and "max denotes the ultimate compressive strain of confined concrete.161

To reflect the bending moment-rotation characteristics of beam-column joints, the zerolength elements162

are adopted in the plane X-Y and plane Y-Z, respectively. The zerolength element defines two nodes at163

the same coordinates with the unit length of one, and the mechanical properties in different directions164

can be considered by assigning different constitutive materials. As the structure is excited with loads, the165

zerolength elements deform with two nodes separating, thus the constitutive materials can be functioned.166

In this modelling, the hysteresis material is selected in the rotation direction of joints, which can reflect167

pinching effects, stiffness degradations and damage accumulations under cyclic reloading and unloading.168

Three input points are required for both positive and negative zones in hysteresis material, and the specific169

data (i.e., bending moment-rotation relationship) are transformed from the shear stress-strain relationship170

which is acquired in light of the modified compression field theory and Membrane software [33, 34].171

To reflect the gap opening-closing characteristics at the beam ends of the prestressed structures, the172

ElasticPPGap and Concrete01 materials are used to substitute the Steel02 and Concrete02 materials at the173
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plastic hinge length from the beam ends. Both the materials do not consider the force effects in the tensile174

stage, thus the mechanical properties of single compression with no-tension can be realized when the gap175

at the beam ends opens. The prestressed tendons are modelled by the truss element, which is a two-node176

element that only incorporates the axial force-deformation influence. The Steel02 material can be defined177

with the initial stress and is then assigned to the truss element to reflect the prestress functions. For the core178

regions of the connections, the equalDOF constraints are adopted to combine the beam-column components179

together, and the horizontal-vertical constraints are connected to the two nodes of the zerolength element180

at the joint center, respectively.181

To reflect the slab effects on the structural performance, some researchers utilized the layered shell model182

to prove the ideal results [35, 25], but also a few drawbacks were found such as the complicated modeling183

process to couple the degrees-of-freedom between layered shell floor elements and beam-column elements.184

Moreover, the calculation is often prone to non-convergence in the middle or later stages, even for the two-185

dimensional plane models. For simplification, some researchers utilized the rigid assumptions to consider186

the slab effects, such as the rigidDiaphragm command in OpenSees to construct a number of multi-point187

constraints. This command limits the degrees-of-freedom of slave nodes to the master node as if in a rigid188

plane. This approach reflects the spatial effects of slab in a sense, but also overestimates the structural189

capacity with idealization. Thus, in this modelling, the T-section and L-section fiber configurations are190

adopted to reflect the slab influence in the interior joints and exterior joints, respectively. To characterize191

the effective flange width of slabs, the recommendation criteria provided by GB50010 in Chinese design code192

of concrete structures are selected [36], as displayed in Tab. 2 and Fig. 3. Meanwhile, the cross-sectional193

centroid is also determined according to the T-sections and L-sections, and the axes of nonlinear beam-194

column elements in modelling are set in line with the centroid. The variations of centroid will result in195

different mechanical behaviors and displacement responses for asymmetric joints or structures subjected to196

asymmetric force, thus the step is important. The corresponding calculation equation is shown in Eq. 4.197

(Srec + Ssb) · ytol = Srec · yrec + Ssb · ysb (3)

where b
0

f denotes the effective flange width of slabs, l0 denotes the beam span in calculation, sn denotes198

the beam (rib) net-distance, and h
0

f denotes the flange height. b represents the beam width, h0 represents199

the effective section height, and h represents the total section height. Srec and Ssb signify the section areas200

of rectangular beams and flange slabs, respectively. yrec and ysb signify the distance from the centroid of201

rectangular beams and flange slabs to the section bottom, and ytol signifies the total distance from the202

centroid of T-sections or L-sections to the section bottom. It is worth noticing that the final b
0

f used in203

modelling is chosen as the minimum value of multiple conditions in Tab. 1.204

b Sn b Sn b Sn

Sn / 2Sn / 2Sn / 2

bf’ bf’

h0 hhf’

T-section beam-slabInverted L-section beam-slab

Figure 3: Strategy for determining the width of T-section and L-section in beam-slab assembly
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Table 1: The selection strategy of slab width for different conditions

Number Condition T-section / I-section L-section

Ribbed beam (slab) Independent beam Ribbed beam (slab)

1 Using beam span in calculation l0 l0/3 l0/3 l0/6

2 Using beam (rib) net-distance sn b+ sn −− b+ sn/2

h
0

f/h0 > 0.1 −− b+ 12h
0

f −−

3 Using flange height h
0

f 0.1 > h
0

f/h0 > 0.05 b+ 12h
0

f b+ 6h
0

f b+ 5h
0

f

h
0

f/h0 < 0.05 b+ 12h
0

f b b+ 5h
0

f

2.2. Model validations205

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed numerical model, the static loading data of two precast206

prestressed beam-slab assemblies (i.e., specimen A2 in Wang et al. [26] and specimen DP1 in Kaya and207

Arslan [35]) are adopted. Because the joint behaviors can reflect the main characteristics of the precast208

prestressed system, thus only the joint models are established for validation. The photograph view of209

specimen A2 and dimension view of specimen DP1 are displayed in Fig. 4, and the specific parameters for210

material selection in modelling are listed in Tab. 2.211

Precast prestressed 

beam-slab assembly

Precast slab

PrestressPrecast beam

(a) Photograph view of specimen A2 in Wang et al. [26]
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and Arslan [35]

Figure 4: Information of specimen A2 and DP1 in model verification

Fig. 5(a) to 5(c) present the comparing results with the experimental data of specimen A2, and Fig. 5(d)212

to 5(f) present the comparing results with the numerical data by layered shell models of specimen DP1.213

Fig. 5(a) and 5(d) show the hysteresis curves, Fig. 5(b) and 5(e) show the skeleton curves, and Fig. 5(c)214

and 5(f) show the energy dissipation tendency. Generally speaking, the overall numerical results by the215

proposed model indicate ideal agreement with the experimental data and the layered shell model data. The216

similar trends of bearing capacity, stiffness degeneration, structural ductility and residual deformation can217

be observed, especially with the experimental data in specimen A2. Take the energy dissipation capacity218

for example, the total value of the proposed model in specimen A2 reaches 101.24 kN ·m after the seventh219

cycle, and the result of the experimental data is 89.01 kN · m with the relative difference of 12.08 %.220

As for the maximum capacity, the corresponding values in specimen DP1 are 105.6 kN and 115.7 kN221

for the proposed model and the layered shell model, and the relative difference is controlled as 8.73 %.222

Other performance indices have also been summarized in Tab. 3. The comparison with the two specimens223
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Table 2: The specific parameters and corresponding values for material selection in model verification

Component Material Specimen number Initial prestress (MPa) Ultimate stress (MPa)

Prestressed tendon
A2 730.6 1860.0
DP1 1074.0 1790.0

Component Material Specimen number Compressive stress (MPa) Compressive strain Failure stress (MPa) Ultimate strain

Beam-slab concrete
A2 26.8 0.0025 5.4 0.035
DP1 41.0 0.004 8.2 0.04

Component Material Specimen number Steel type Diameter (mm) Yield stress (MPa) Tangent slope

Reinforcing steel

6 400.0 0.01
8 400.0 0.01

A2 HRB400 12 400.0 0.01
22 400.0 0.01
8 585.0 0.005
10 505.0 0.005

DP1 S500bs 12 522.0 0.005
14 540.0 0.005
16 485.0 0.005

indicates the effectiveness of the proposed model in a sense, which lays the foundation for the further dynamic224

evaluation and probabilistic assessment of the precast prestressed system with slabs in the following sections.225
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Figure 5: Numerical verification with experimental data and layered shell model

2.3. Slab influence investigation226

In this modelling, the slab strategy and width adoption are the critical factors that can affect the result227

accuracy. To further analyze the slab influence in the whole hysteresis tendency, a total of eight slab widths228

of specimen A2 are chosen to perform the parametric comparison (i.e., d=640 mm, 840 mm, 1040 mm, 1240229

mm, 1440 mm, 1640 mm, 1840 mm and 2040 mm). Among the widths, the value of 1440 mm is calculated230

according to the slab strategy in this paper for benchmark (Tab. 1), and the other values are determined at231

an interval of 200 mm for mutual comparison, respectively. To better reflect the hysteresis curves clearly,232

d=640 mm and 840 mm are set as group 1, d=1040 mm and 1240 mm are set as group 2, and d=1640 mm,233
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Table 3: The comparison of performance indices between the proposed model and the test data / layered shell model

Specimen Source Initial stiffness Bearing capacity Secant stiffness degradation

Value (103kN ·m−1) Ratio (%) Value (103kN) Ratio (%) Value (%) Ratio (%)

A2
Test data [26] 130.90

9.55
619.9

3.16
93.7

2.35
Proposed model 118.40 600.3 91.5

DP1
Layered shell model

[35]
38.11

9.11
115.7

8.73
98.6

0.51

Proposed model 41.58 105.6 98.1

1840 mm and 2040 mm are set as group 3. Fig. 6(a) to 6(c) present the hysteresis curves of the three groups,234

and Fig. 6(d) to 6(f) present the skeleton curves of the three groups. For each group, the experimental data235

of specimen A2 and the modelling results by d=1440 mm are incorporated for comparison.236

Test data 

Specimen A2 

(a) Hysteresis curves with group 1

Test data Test data 

Specimen A2 

(b) Hysteresis curves with group 2

Test data 

Specimen A2 

(c) Hysteresis curves with group 3

Test data 

Specimen A2 

(d) Skeleton curves with group 1

Test data 

Specimen A2 

(e) Skeleton curves with group 2

Test data 

Specimen A2 

(f) Skeleton curves with group 3

Figure 6: Parametric investigation of the slab modelling strategy in hysteresis performance

It can be observed that when the flange width of T-section is less than 1440 mm, the initial stiffness and237

bearing capacity of the model are significantly reduced with the decrease of flange width during the loading238

process. Meanwhile, the energy consumption mode, self-centering capability and stiffness degradation trend239

show a distinct difference with the original test data. When the value of d reaches 1440 mm, the modelling240

results of both hysteresis and skeleton curves are in good agreement with the original test data. When the241

values of d are greater than 1440 mm, the data of hysteresis and skeleton curves reflect limited changes.242

Although the structural stiffness and peak capacity increase slightly, the overall energy consumption mode,243

self-centering behavior, displacement ductility, and stiffness degradation are basically the same from the244

macro perspective. Only in the later stage of loading process, the skeleton contour and covering area of245

hysteresis loops present slight enlargement to some extent, with the increase of flange width. The reason is246

that when the loading protocol comes to the large displacement ratio, most of the materials have entered247
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into the plastic developing stage. At this time, the concrete and steel at the slab regions further function248

to provide substantial negative-direction bending capacity in the structural failure period, which improves249

the energy dissipation capacity of the joint at the last few hysteresis loops to some extent. The parametric250

investigations indicate the feasibility of the slab strategy adopted in this paper, and the approach can251

effectively characterize the hysteretic performance of the relevant specimens in a sense, which provides the252

model basis for the following structural-level evaluations.253

3. Dynamic performance evaluation254

3.1. Building information255

Two groups of precast prestressed RCFs are designed according to the concrete design code (GB50010)256

[36] and precast concrete structure specification (JGJ1) [37] in China. The first group represents the frames257

with five storeys (i.e., 5F) and the second group represents the frames with ten storeys (i.e., 10F), and258

both the groups include two comparing scenarios with or without slabs, respectively. All the scenarios are259

designed as spatial frames with three spans in the plane (length of 5 m) and two spans out of the plane260

(length of 4 m), as presented in Fig. 7. The storey height for the first group is 3.9 m and the storey height261

for the second group is 3.6 m. The fortification seismic intensity for the above scenarios is selected as seven262

degrees with the peak ground acceleration (PGA) of 0.1 g in China, which represents a 10% exceeding263

probability in 50 years and is similar to the conception of design basis earthquake (DBE) in ASCE/SEI264

41-06 [28]. The design site condition is adopted as class-II with the shear velocity between 250 m/s and 500265

m/s, and the design seismic group is type-I to incorporate the influence of far-/near-field earthquakes. The266

corresponding characteristic site period (Tg) for the target acceleration response spectra is adopted as 0.35267

s. The dead load for design is calculated through bulk density of reinforced concrete (25 kN/m3), and the268

live load for design is chosen as 2.5 kN/m2 and 2.0 kN/m2 for the roof and other storeys, respectively.269

RCF-10F RCF-5F

Section-A1

B2

A2

C1B1

C2
A1

Section-A2

Section-B1

Section-B2

Section-C1

Section-C2

Figure 7: Building information for precast prestressed RCF-5F and RCF-10F with slabs

Considering the structural height and relevant specification requirements, the concrete grades for the270

first and second groups are selected as C30 and C40, respectively. The reinforcing steel for the first group271

is chosen as HRB335 and the corresponding prestressed strands are determined with the ultimate strength272

of 1720 MPa (f
0

ptk). Similarly, the reinforcing steel for the second group is chosen as HRB400 and the273

corresponding prestressed strands are determined with the ultimate strength of 1860 MPa (f
0

ptk). Worth274

mentioning is that the above material strength refers to the characteristic value with an 95% guarantee ratio.275

For both the groups, the slab thickness is uniformly taken as 150 mm. In addition, according to GB50010,276

when the thickness of the floor slab is 150 mm, the diameter of the steel bars should not be less than 8 mm,277

the spacing should not be greater than 200 mm, and the reinforcement within the unit width should not be278
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less than 1/3 of those at the slab bottom in the span middle. Based on the slab strategy as mentioned before279

(Tab. 1), the slab widths for T-section (i.e., middle span) and L-section (i.e., side span) are given as 1666.7280

mm (minimum=l0/3) and 833.4 mm (minimum=l0/6), respectively. The diameters for steel bars in slabs281

are chosen as 18 mm with a interval of 200 mm. Fig. 7 presents the detailed cross-sectional information of282

columns, main beams, secondary beams and slabs for the two design groups.283

3.2. Modal analysis284

Based on the simulation approach adopted in Section 3 and Fig. 2, the four numerical models for the285

two design groups are established. Tab. 4 lists the natural vibration periods for the first six modes of286

the four models, in which 5F and 10F represent the models without slabs, while 5F-slab and 10F-slab287

represent the models with slabs. Comparing the fundamental period (T1), the varying tendency for the first288

and second group attains to 0.679% and 0.162%, respectively, and the models with slabs show a smaller289

period value, which is in agreement with the theoretical assumption that the structure with slabs shall290

have a larger stiffness than that without slabs. Besides, a smaller period commonly corresponds to a larger291

spectral acceleration in the response spectrum, thus a larger external load shall be considered in the relevant292

assessment and design. Comparing the other periods (T2 to T6), the gap difference enlarges from T2 to293

T6, especially for the torsional periods of T3 and T6, which indicates that the models with slabs obviously294

improve the integrated stiffness and reduce the spatial effects than the models without slabs.295

The spatial displacement patterns for the first three modes of 5F-slab and 10F-slab are displayed in Fig. 8.296

It can be seen that the main modes corresponding to the first and second periods are characterized with297

translational deformation in the y direction and the x direction, respectively. The third mode corresponding298

to the third period appears to be torsional deformation in the x-y plane. In addition, the shape of the first299

and second vibration modes exhibits the shear-type deformation features, which satisfies with the mechanical300

properties in the traditional cast-in-place concrete frame structures. In a sense, the modal results conform301

to the primary requirements of seismic design in China, and verifies the reliability of the design process and302

simulation approach. The relevant settings of structural parameters can be used for the subsequent seismic303

performance analysis in the following subsection.304

Table 4: The natural vibration periods for the first six modes of the four models

Model T1 (s) T2 (s) T3 (s) T4 (s) T5 (s) T6 (s)

5F-slab 0.9130 0.6950 0.5393 0.3012 0.2591 0.2196

5F 0.9192 0.7684 0.7003 0.3949 0.3597 0.2723

10F-slab 1.7308 1.2351 0.9604 0.5338 0.4144 0.3191

10F 1.7336 1.4109 1.2755 0.5421 0.4512 0.4210
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Figure 8: Building mode decomposition for precast prestressed RCF-5F and RCF-10F with slabs
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3.3. Ground motion selections305

The time history analysis method is a commonly used analysis method in structural assessment, and many306

seismic codes have proposed that this approach can be used to check the structural dynamic characteristics307

under the action of an earthquake. According to the seismic design code of buildings in China (GB50011)308

[38], three or seven sets of ground motions are needed for structural dynamic assessment, and the average309

values shall be discussed when the seven sets of ground motions are adopted. Thus, in this subsection, seven310

earthquakes are selected according to the design information of fortification intensity and the corresponding311

target acceleration response spectra under the maximum considered earthquake (MCE), as presented in312

Fig. 9(a). Besides, for the probabilistic analyses in the next section, 22 ground motions are selected under313

the same condition, as presented in Fig. 9(b). The target response spectrum, mean response spectrum and314

individual response spectrum are depicted in red, blue and gray in Fig. 9, respectively. Worth mentioning315

is that when selecting ground motions, the difference of spectral acceleration between the target and mean316

spectrum should not be larger than 20% at the main considered periods. Tab. 5 lists the earthquake317

information of the selected 22 waves for probabilistic analyses, among which the Nos. 3, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15318

and 16 are the selected 7 waves for time history analyses.319

Table 5: The earthquake information of the selected 22 waves for probabilistic analyses

Number Motion Year Station Intensity Component

1 Helena-Montana-01 1935 Carroll College 6 A-HMC180

2 Helena-Montana-02 1935 Helena Fed Bldg 6 B-FEB000

3 Imperial Valley-02 1940 El Centro Array ]9 6.95 I-ELC180

4 Northwest Calif-02 1941 Ferndale City Hall 6.6 C-FRN045

5 Northern Calif-01 1941 Ferndale City Hall 6.4 F-FRN225

6 Borrego 1942 El Centro Array ]9 6.5 B-ELC000

7 Kern County 1952 LA-Hollywood Stor FF 7.36 PEL-PEL090

8 Kern County 1952 Pasadena-CIT Athenaeum 7.36 PAS180

9 Kern County 1952 Santa Barbara Courthouse 7.36 SBA042

10 Kern County 1952 Taft Lincoln School 7.36 TAF021

11 Southern Calif 1952 San Luis Obispo 6 SLO234

12 Northern Calif-03 1954 Ferndale City Hall 6.5 H-FRN044

13 El Alamo 1956 El Centro Array ]9 6.8 ELC180

14 Parkfield 1966 Cholame-ShandonArray ]12 6.19 C12050

15 Parkfield 1966 Cholame-Shandon Array ]5 6.19 C05085

16 Parkfield 1966 Cholame-Shandon Array ]8 6.19 C08050

17 Parkfield 1966 San Luis Obispo 6.19 SLO234

18 Parkfield 1966 Temblor pre-1969 6.19 TMB205

19 Borrego Mtn 1968 El Centro Array ]9 6.63 A-ELC180

20 Borrego Mtn 1968 LA-Hollywood Stor FF 6.63 A-PEL090

21 Borrego Mtn 1968 LB-Terminal Island 6.63 A-TLI249

22 Borrego Mtn 1968 Pasadena-CIT Athenaeum 6.63 A-PAS180

Note: Nos. 3, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15 and 16 are the selected 7 waves for time history analyses.

3.4. Roof displacement analysis320

Two levels of ground motions are adopted for the roof displacement analysis, which are frequent earth-321

quake (FE) and rare earthquake (RE). FE and RE represent the exceeding probability of 63.2% and 2%322

for 50 years, and the corresponding PGAs for the seven fortification intensity are adjusted to 35 cm/s2 and323

220 cm/s2, respectively. Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 display the roof time history displacements under frequent324

earthquake and rare earthquake for No.3-I-ELC180, No.10-TAF021 and No.11-SLO234, respectively. The325

red lines represent the models with slabs while the black lines represent the models without slabs.326

Generally speaking, the roof displacement of the models without slabs is greater than or close to that of327

the models with slabs, although there exists reversal phenomenon at some time points. Take the Fig. 10(a)328

and Fig. 10(d) for example, the maximum roof displacements for the 5F and 10F without slabs are 14.1329

mm and 20.8 mm under the FE condition, and the values for the 5F-slab and 10F-slab reduce to 11.7 mm330

and 16.2 mm, respectively. The corresponding decreasing ratios attain to 19.1% and 22.1% for this ground331
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Figure 9: Ground motion selections for time history and probabilistic analyses

motion under the FE condition, and the average dropping percentages for the seven selected ground motions332

approximate to 25.9% and 28.6%, respectively. The same tendency can be obtained for the RE condition333

in Fig. 11. The reason is that the model with slabs commonly possesses a smaller fundamental period,334

and a smaller period tends to have a larger spectral acceleration since it is in the descending part of the335

response spectrum. However, the model with slabs commonly possesses a larger stiffness, and the influence336

of stiffness improvement is distinctly more obvious than the influence of acceleration increment, thus the roof337

displacement can be well controlled. Besides, the time point for the maximum roof displacement is different338

between the models with or without slabs, and the displacement amplitude for the model without slabs can339

be quite strong in a certain interval. Take the Fig. 11(b) and Fig. 11(e) for example, the time points of the340

maximum roof displacement for the 5F and 10F without slabs are 6.2 s and 18.8 s under the RE condition,341

and the time points for the 5F-slab and 10F-slab change to 3.8 s and 12.4 s, respectively. This means342

that the acceleration response process of the structure is not consistent, and ignoring the slab effects may343

misjudge the time point of the largest structural deformation in the performance evaluation. In addition,344

residual displacement patterns are different for the models with or without slabs, and the models with slabs345

generally present a smaller roof residual displacement, which can be observed from the gaps between the346

final roof displacements of red and black lines in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11. In a sense, the results demonstrate the347

importance to consider the slab influence in structural performance assessment, and indicate that ignoring348

the slab effects may overestimate the maximum and residual vibration responses of the overall structure.349

3.5. MIDR and RIDR analysis350

Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 display the maximum interstory drift ratio (MIDR) and residual interstory drift351

ratio (RIDR) distributions along storey height under the FE and RE conditions, respectively. According352

to the seismic design code of buildings in China (GB50011) [38], the MIDR thresholds for RC frames are353

recommended as 1/550 and 1/50 for FE and RE conditions, and the RIDR thresholds for RC frames can be354

adopted as 1/2000 and 1/200 for FE and RE conditions.355

It can be observed from Fig. 12(a) and Fig. 12(c) that the individual MIDRs of both the 5F and 5F-slab356

models are smaller than threshold, and the average values show the obvious redundancy, which indicates357

the design rationality and structural safety of the precast prestressed frames under the FE condition. The358

same conclusions can be drawn for the 10F and 10F-slab models in Fig. 12(b) and Fig. 12(d), but one359

ground motion in 10F model shows the MIDR that exceeds the threshold. For the four models in Fig. 13360

under the RE conditions, all the individual and average results are within the limitations of 1/50, which361

demonstrates the satisfactory seismic performance of this structural form. However, the MIDRs of models362
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(f) Ground motion 3 for RCF-10F

Figure 10: Roof time history displacement under frequent earthquake
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(f) Ground motion 3 for RCF-10F

Figure 11: Roof time history displacement under rare earthquake
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without slabs are commonly larger than the models with slabs, and the weak storeys (i.e., MIDR storeys)363

of the two types are different. To be specific, among the seven selected ground motions for 5F-slab model364

under the FE condition, two result in the weak storeys at the first floor and five result in the weak storeys365

at the second floor. In comparison, for the 5F model without slab, three result in the weak storeys at the366

first floor and four result in the weak storeys at the second floor. The same difference can also be found in367

10F and 10F-slab models. The above phenomenon demonstrate that the models with slabs can accurately368

simulate the rigidity of the whole structure, and ignoring the slab influence in precast prestressed frames369

may overestimate the structural responses and misestimate the position of the weak storey, which may lead370

to incorrect judgments in engineering design and applications.371
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Figure 12: MIDR and RIDR distributions along storey level under frequent earthquake

Compared with the traditional cast-in-place RCFs, one of the most obvious characteristics in precast372

prestressed frames is the excellent self-centering capacity and recovering function in the elastic stage. Thus,373

the RIDR is an important index in performance assessment of this structural type. Worth mentioning is that374
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Figure 13: MIDR and RIDR distributions along storey level under rare earthquake
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RIDR value should be calculated by subtracting the initial drift ratio caused by gravity load and prestress375

from the final drift ratio. It can be seen from Fig. 12(e) and Fig. 12(g) that the models with slabs commonly376

reflect a smaller RIDR than the models without slabs, and two conclusions can be acquired correspondingly.377

First, the structural type is almost non-destructive under the FE condition, and the self-centering efficiency378

of this structural type is well exerted. Second, the models with slabs commonly have larger structural379

rigidity and better spatial integrity, thus the plastic development of the whole structure is not as fast as380

the models without slabs. As a result, the self-centering and recovering capacities of the models with slabs381

commonly present a better tendency. In addition, from Fig. 12(e) and Fig. 12(f), it can be observed that382

the individual RIDR results for the models with slabs are obviously less discrete and have smaller deviation383

than the models without slabs. Moreover, as for the average RIDR distributions under the RE condition in384

Fig. 13(g) and Fig. 13(h), the maximum RIDRs appear at different weak storeys. To be specific, storey-two385

is for 5F-slab model, storey-three is for 5F model, storey-one is for 10F-slab model, and storey-three is for386

10F model, which denotes that the models with or without slabs may change the results of structural damage387

assessments and self-centering assessments under the RE condition. The above discussions indicate that the388

slab influence is important to consider in the simulation of precast prestressed frames and the accuracy of389

this analyzing approach can be realized with more value for reference.390

4. Probabilistic performance evaluation391

4.1. Incremental dynamic analysis392

The incremental dynamic analysis (IDA) approach is proposed by researchers in 1970s [39], and has393

gradually developed in terms of its macroscopic and comprehensive advantages in studying the dynamic394

performance of novel structural types. Up to date, the IDA approach has been used as a method to evaluate395

the overall collapse resistance of structures by FEMA356 [40], and has been applied into practical projects396

broadly to prevent serious damage in weak structural components. The main principle of IDA approach is397

to continuously adjust the ground motions to different intensity levels, and during the process the intensity398

measure (IM) is used as reference for evaluation. Then a series of time history analyses can be performed399

to analyze the structural responses, and the mechanical development from linear elasticity to plasticity and400

even collapse can be well reflected and captured [41]. During the process the engineering demand parameter401

(EDP) is used to characterize the structural performance. The IDA curves can be then depicted by matching402

and connecting the IM-EDP pairs, as shown in Fig. 14 and Fig. 15. Besides, in order to consider the data403

discreteness and to effectively predict the statistical tendency, fractile curves (e.g., 16%, 50% and 84%) are404

also commonly depicted, as presented in blue, black and red in Fig. 14 and Fig. 15.405

The commonly used IM indices include the PGA and the spectral acceleration under the fundamental406

period (Sa(T1)), and according to the comparison analysis of the two IMs in Vamvatsikos et al. [42], the407

Sa(T1) presents less dispersion than PGA under the same conditions. Thus, the Sa(T1) is chosen as the408

IM in this paper. As for the EDP indices, multiple selections can be adopted such as peak displacement409

and peak shear force. Considering the mechanical properties and self-centering functions of the precast410

prestressed frames, the MIDR and RIDR indices are adopted in this paper for assessment. In addition, limit411

states should be defined in the IDA approach based on the selected EDP indices, which are also required412

in the subsequent fragility analyses. At present there is no comprehensive and unified standard for the413

specific description of each state and the determination of indices. Thus, combining the recommendations414

in FEMA356 [40] and GB50011 [38], four limit states are determined to reflect the damage development in415

this paper, and the corresponding thresholds for MIDR and RIDR are listed in Tab. 6.416

Fig. 14 presents the IDA curves and fractile curves of the four models using the EDP of MIDR. Fig. 14(a)417

and Fig. 14(d) reflect the results of 5F and 10F without slabs, and Fig. 14(b) and Fig. 14(e) reflect the418

results of 5F and 10F with slabs. Fig. 14(c) and Fig. 14(f) are the fractile comparison of the two conditions.419

Generally speaking, the IDA curves are more concentrated at the early stage for the models with slabs, and420

the corresponding Sa(T1) under the same limit states are obviously larger than the results of models without421

slabs. In the later stage of curve development, the models without slabs show the serious irregularity than422

the models with slabs, and there exists the dropping tendency in MIDR during the continuous increament of423
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Table 6: The four limit states to reflect the damage development and the corresponding thresholds for MIDR and RIDR

Number Limit state MIDR threshold RIDR threshold

1 Normal Operations (NO) 1/550 1/2000

2 Immediate Occupancy (IO) 1/100 1/1000

3 Life Safety (LS) 1/50 1/200

4 Collapse Prevention (CP) 1/25 1/100

IM values. This phenomenon supports the conclusion that the models with slabs possess higher calculation424

reliability and analysis accuracy to some extent. The similar conclusions can be drawn from the comparison425

of fractile curves. For the four selected limit stats (i.e., NO, IO, LS and CP), the models with slabs require426

larger Sa(T1) than the models without slabs, which means that the models with slabs can undertake larger427

seismic intensity corresponding to the same MIDR thresholds and indicate better seismic performance under428

the same intensity level. Take the LS states in model 5F and 5F-slab for instance, the Sa(T1) of 16%, 50%429

and 84% fractile curves reaches 0.78g, 1.22g and 1.72g in model 5F-slab, respectively, and the Sa(T1) in430

model 5F reaches 0.54g, 1.02g and 1.51g, respectively. The increasing percentages are 44.4%, 19.6% and431

13.9%, respectively, and the average improving ratio attains to 23.8% among all the limit states and fractile432

conditions. However, in the later stage after the CP limit state, the results of the two fractile curves433

intersect and the models without slabs show larger Sa(T1) comparatively. It reflects that the models with434

slabs degenerate more seriously and deteriorate more rapidly when entering into the plastic stage. In a sense,435

ignoring the slab influence will overestimate the seismic performance of structures in the plastic stage, and436

it is necessary to adopt the models with slabs for performance evaluation.437

(a) For RCF-5F without slab (θmax) (b) For RCF-5F with slab (θmax) (c) Fractile curves for RCF-5F (θmax)

(d) For RCF-10F without slab (θmax) (e) For RCF-10F with slab (θmax) (f) Fractile curves for RCF-10F (θmax)

Figure 14: IDA and fractile curves for all conditions with threshold θmax

Fig. 15 presents the IDA curves and fractile curves of the four models using the EDP of RIDR. In contrast438
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to the results from the EDP of MIDR, the fractile curves of model 5F without slabs are almost above the439

curves of model 5F with slabs during the whole IDA process (Fig. 15(c)). For the 50% fractile curve, the440

development of RIDR accelerates sharply when the Sa(T1) is over 3.0g. Although the difference between441

the 10F and 10F-slab is smaller in Fig. 15(f), the results of 10F commonly denote larger Sa(T1) at the main442

considered RIDRs and limit states. For the 50% fractile curve, the development of RIDR accelerates sharply443

when the Sa(T1) is over 0.7g. The curve trends indicate that different EDPs may result in the variability of444

results in the IDA approach, and selecting multiple EDPs for comprehensive comparison is significant. In445

addition, the factors of slabs may obviously affect the self-centering function and the recovering capacity of446

the precast prestressed frames by changing the residual deformation. The models without slabs show better447

seismic performance than the models with slabs in terms of the RIDR indicator, which is mainly related to448

the restraining effects of the slabs on the prestress transferring and RIDR decreasing to some extent. Thus,449

incorporating the slab influence in structural assessment is important and can lead to different engineering450

decisions in actual projects.451

(a) For RCF-5F without slab (θres) (b) For RCF-5F with slab (θres) (c) Fractile curves for RCF-5F (θres)

(d) For RCF-10F without slab (θres) (e) For RCF-10F with slab (θres) (f) Fractile curves for RCF-10F (θres)

Figure 15: IDA and fractile curves for all conditions with threshold θres

4.2. Fragility analysis452

Seismic fragility analysis aims to give the conditional probability of structures to exceed a certain limit453

state under the earthquake hazards. Compared with the empirical expression acquired from the history454

records, the analytical expression by fragility curve through numerical data is a more efficient way [43, 44].455

In this paper, the data from IDA approach are used to perform the fragility analysis. In addition, two456

indicators are needed in the analytical fragility, which are the seismic demand and structural capacity.457

Based on the assumptions that the two indicators are in line with the lognormal distributions, the seismic458

fragility can be expressed in the reliability way as Eq. 4:459

Pf [Demand > Capacity|IM ] = Φ

h

ln(Sd|IM/Sc)/
q

�2
d|IM + �2

c

i

(4)
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where Sd|IM and Sc denote the median structural demand and capacity, and in this paper, the MIDR460

and RIDR are chosen as the indicator types. For simplification, Sc is assigned with the MIDR or RIDR461

threshold for the NO, IO, LS and CP limit state in Tab. 6, respectively. In regard with Sd|IM , its relationship462

with the IM can be expressed by the power exponential regression, as shown in Eq. 5:463

Sd|IM = x · (IM)y, lnSd|IM = lnx+ y · lnIM (5)

where x and y denote the regression factors acquired by the least squares approach in the logarithmic464

scale. �d|IM is the logarithmic standard deviation for demand and can also be acquired from the logarithmic465

linear regression (Eq. 6). �c is the logarithmic standard deviation for capacity, and the value can be used466

as 0.2-0.4 for simplification, as recommended in Jeon et al [45].467

�d|IM =

v

u

u

t

m
X

n=1

(lnDn − lnSd|IM )2/(m− 2) (6)

where Dn denotes the nth MIDR or RIDR value for each intensity level, and m denotes the total number468

of calculations. Pf is the exceeding probability, and Φ[·] is the standard normal distribution function. Fig. 16469

displays the linear regression results of the EDP-IM pairs in the logarithmic scale. All the four models with470

or without slabs and two EDPs by MIDR or RIDR are well depicted. The black scattered point represents471

the individual seismic result and the red line represents the regression result. Fig. 17 displays the seismic472

fragility curves for all conditions.473

For the EDP of MIDR (Fig. 17(a) and Fig. 17(b)), the fragility curves move towards right from the NO474

to CP states, and the models with slabs are commonly on the right of the models without slabs under the475

same conditions. For the four limit states, the corresponding Sa(T1) that approaches to the 100% exceeding476

probability is 0.4g, 1.3g, 2.2g and 4.0g for model 5F-slab, and 0.2g, 0.8g, 1.4g and 2.4g for model 10F-477

slab. Take the 10F and 10F-slab for example, the corresponding exceeding probability of IO limit state478

under the Sa(T1) = 0.25g is 52.7% for model 10F, while the value drops to 35.4% for model 10F-slab. The479

corresponding exceeding probability of LS limit state under the Sa(T1) = 0.5g is 59.6% for model 10F, while480

the value drops to 50.3% for model 10F-slab. In another word, through considering the influence of slabs in481

precast prestressed frames, the fragility curves show smaller exceeding probability under the same Sa(T1)482

and larger Sa(T1) under the same exceeding probability. In a sense, if the slab influence is neglected in the483

analysis, the structural capacity and seismic performance may be underestimated.484

For the EDP of RIDR (Fig. 17(c) and Fig. 17(d)), the same curve tendency is observed from NO to CP485

states, but the positions of fragility curves between the two models with and without slabs show difference.486

At the initial growing stage of Sa(T1), the exceeding probability of the models without slabs is slightly greater487

than that of the models with slabs, especially for the NO and IO performance levels. This phenomenon is488

same as the results by the EDP of MIDR and indicates that under the excitation of small earthquakes, the489

stiffness contribution of slabs to the whole structure makes the components less likely to enter into the plastic490

range, so the results present slightly better self-centering capacity and stronger structural capacity. As the491

value of Sa(T1) becomes larger, this trend is reversed. The exceeding probability of the models without slabs492

is obviously smaller than that of the models with slabs, especially for the LS and CP performance levels,493

and the maximum gap difference reaches about 35% under the CP state. The reason for this phenomenon is494

that when the EDP index is selected as RIDR, it reflects the self-centering capability of the whole structure495

to a certain extent. Under the large Sa(T1) value, the entire structural materials have entered into plasticity,496

and the axial force of the prestressed tendons has also reached the limit state. Under the same prestressed497

forces, the larger sectional areas lead to smaller stress level, thus the RIDR indicator presents more obvious498

tendency. As a result, the slabs restrain the prestress transferring and limit the self-centering capability499

under the large Sa(T1) condition relatively. The curve trends indicate that different EDPs may result in500

the variability of fragility results, and selecting multiple EDPs for comprehensive comparison is significant.501

Moreover, incorporating the slab influence in fragility assessment can affect the probability tendency and502

change the engineering decision especially for the LS and CP performance levels.503
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(d) For RCF-10F with slab (θmax)
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Figure 16: Linear regression for IM-DM pairs in logarithmic scale
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(a) For RCF-5F with threshold θmax
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(b) For RCF-10F with threshold θmax
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(c) For RCF-5F with threshold θres
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(d) For RCF-10F with threshold θres

Figure 17: Seismic fragility curves for all conditions
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5. Conclusions504

In this paper, the dynamic and probabilistic seismic performance assessments of precast prestressed505

RCFs are performed, and the slab influence in the overall structural behavior is considered through three-506

dimensional spatial model. The conclusions may be drawn as follows:507

(1) The three-dimensional numerical model incorporating the slab influence is established based on the508

OpenSees software. To reflect the bending moment-rotation characteristics of beam-column joints, the509

zerolength elements are adopted in the plane X-Y and plane Y-Z, respectively. To reflect the gap opening-510

closing characteristics at the beam ends of the prestressed structures, the ElasticPPGap and Concrete01511

materials are used to at the plastic hinge length from the beam ends. The slab is modelled through L-512

section or T-section beam-slab fiber-sections considering the effective width and centroid positions, and the513

adopted model is verified with the experimental data and layered shell model, indicating the similar tendency514

in bearing capacity, stiffness degeneration, structural ductility and residual deformation. The comparison515

indicates the effectiveness of the proposed model in a sense, and lays the numerical basis for the dynamic516

and probabilistic assessment of the precast prestressed system with slabs.517

(2) Two groups of precast prestressed RCFs are designed to evaluate the slab influence in dynamic518

responses through 7 seismic excitations. The modal analysis shows smaller vibration periods for models with519

slabs, which is in agreement with the theoretical assumption that the structures with slabs shall have larger520

stiffness than those without slabs. Beside, the roof displacement analysis reflects that the deformation of521

models without slabs is greater than that of the models with slabs, although there exists reversal phenomenon522

at some time points. The time point for the maximum roof displacement is different between the models523

with or without slabs, and ignoring the slab effects may misjudge the time point of the largest deformation524

in the performance evaluation. Moreover, in the MIDR and RIDR analyses, the plastic development of the525

models with slabs is not as fast as the models without slabs, and as a result the self-centering capacities526

of the models with slabs commonly present better tendency and smaller deviation. The positions of weak527

storeys also change after incorporating the slab influence, especially under the RE condition.528

(3) The incremental dynamic analysis and fragility analysis are conducted to investigate the probabilistic529

seismic performance of precast prestressed RCFs with or without slabs through 22 seismic excitations. Two530

response indicators, three fractile curves and four limit states are incorporated, and the slab influence in the531

exceeding probabilities as well as the engineering decision is well compared. As for the EDP of MIDR, the532

models with slabs require larger Sa(T1) than the models without slabs, which means that the models with533

slabs can undertake larger seismic intensity corresponding to the same MIDR thresholds and indicate better534

seismic performance under the same intensity level. However, in the later stage after the CP limit state,535

the curves of the two conditions intersect and the models without slabs show larger Sa(T1) comparatively.536

It reflects that the models with slabs degenerate more seriously and deteriorate more rapidly when entering537

into the plastic stage. Besides, the fragility curves move towards right from the NO to CP states, and538

the models with slabs are commonly on the right of the models without slabs under the same conditions,539

indicating that the fragility curves show smaller exceeding probability under the same Sa(T1) and larger540

Sa(T1) under the same exceeding probability after considering the slab influence.541

(4) As for the EDP of RIDR, this trend is reversed. The fractile curves of models without slabs are almost542

above the curves of models with slabs, and the models without slabs show better seismic performance than543

the models with slabs in terms of the RIDR indicator, which is mainly related to the restraining effects of544

slabs on the prestress transferring to some extent. Under the FE earthquakes for the NO and IO performance545

levels, the exceeding probability of the models without slabs is slightly greater than that of the models with546

slabs, which is in line with the conclusion through the EDP of MIDR. However, under the RE earthquakes547

for the LS and CP performance levels, the exceeding probability of the models without slabs is obviously548

smaller than that of the models with slabs. The curve trends indicate that selecting multiple EDPs for549

comprehensive comparison is important in the variability of IDA and fragility results, and incorporating550

the slab influence in structural assessment can affect the performance tendency and change the engineering551

decision. In a sense, the research proves the significance of slabs in the seismic performance of dry-connected552

precast prestressed RCFs, and provides the reference for the further explorations of slab factors in precast553

concrete structures.554
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